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Agremo reports
help you to:

Maximize the number of fields visited per day

Save time by automating and improving the scouting process

Make the process transparent with standardized & accurate reports 

Make e�ective claim processing decisions based on facts, instead of estimates

Improve relationship with your clients with 100% objective claim processing

Agremo is an AI-based precision agriculture software
that can inspect fields & crops to detect and accurately 
quantify damage in the fields. We provide crop adjusters, 
assessors, and claim managers with precise field data that 
will empower their crop insurance services. 

Crop insurance professionals use Agremo to get accurate
crop damage identification, quantification, and better

claim assessment. Digitize your crop damage assessment
process to improve operational activities, implement

standardization and take data quality to the next level!

Agremo allows you to shorten the assessment time and obtain an 
indisputably higher crop damage accuracy. Prevent overpaying and 
underpaying claims and keep your clients happy!



Agremo’s solution for crop insurance can help you deliver
accurate & transparent damage assessment reports, minimize
costs and payments for insurance claims and collect and validate
data e�ciently. Improve your OpEx with an AI cloud-based field
analytics solution that is secure, reliable, and solves some of
the most challenging problems in processing crop damage claims.

Improve the operational e�ciency of your team and optimize
the cost to help them meet performance targets by introducing
standardized claim assessment reporting and technology that
will speed up their process of damage appraisal and deliver
accurate data.

 

Use Agremo to
improve your crop
insurance business    



What are the main benefits?

Increased clients
retention & better
risk management

Use the Agremo AI tool to measure and locate di�erent 

types of damage including green snap, lodging, hail, 

and other analyses to quantify areas with crop damage. 

Identify inconsistencies in claim processes to prevent 

complaints, conflicts, and disputes. Improve client 

satisfaction by providing them with quick, accurate, and 

seamless damage assessment service.

Standardized and
accurate damage
assessment

Agremo’s AI technology di�erentiates the sources of 

damage and has the ability to focus on the isolation and 

qualification of wanted sources providing precise 

information about the size, percentage, and location of 

damaged areas. 

Scaled up field
surveying 
operations

Map and process a larger number of fields simultane-

ously. Removing limits on the size of operations is 

possible, as you can audit more acres across di�erent 

regions with more productive work and raise the form 

of reporting to a higher level. 

Added value to
the products
and services

Attract new clients with innovative services and digitized 

crop insurance processes. Improve customer satisfaction 

by providing a more accurate and transparent damage 

assessment process through standardized AI reports 

over every square inch of the field. Avoid disputes with 

your clients and di�erentiate from competitors with a 

top-notch digitized technology for quantifying crop data 

across the field.

Improved data
access and
traceability

Standardized reports and objective data analysis will 

overcome potential issues of a frequent rotation of 

crop adjusters. Use the organization account within the 

app to oversee the activities of the team more 

e�ciently and collaborate internally and externally. 

Have traceability down to the field level with field 

history in case of client complaints.



Detect and
quantify crop
damage   

Inspect fields
more quickly

Analyze aerial imagery of the fields instead of going through the mud after 
a heavy storm and measuring the damaged area manually. It doesn’t 
matter where the fields are located and how many crop adjusters you 
have. 

Detect crop damage 
with Hail Damage 
analysis

Have a full and objective picture of the area and level of crop damage. 
Use Hail Damage analysis to quantify and locate the crop damage and 
compare the field condition before and after the event.

Identify broken
and lodged plants 

Know whether the plants are broken or lodged in order to prevent 
overpaying or underpaying the claims. Get Green Snap Detection and 
Lodging Detection reports to organize the field zones according to the 
level of damage and send your crop adjusters to the specific areas in the 
field.



Audit and
validate crop 
data accurately

Predict revenue and 
ensure the financial 
stability of your 
clients

Use Stand Count and Plant Population analyses to know the exact number 
of plants in the field, locate the areas that are underperforming and 
provide your clients with crucial information about their financial potential.

Audit large
data sets

Talking to your clients to hear their business needs is essential, but without 
knowing the true state of their farm you cannot make the right decisions. 
Agremo solutions allow you to obtain objective information from the fields 
and audit clients’ finances by relying on actual data. 

Prevent inconsistencies in reporting due to lack of objectivity and 
standardization. Use drones and Agremo’s AI technology to collect data 
more quickly and accurately and analyze hundreds of files e�ciently. 

Review, analyze and 
evaluate clients’ 
needs



Getting 
the whole 
picture



Here is how it works

COLLECT DATA
Agremo is hardware agnostic. You can use any type of drone equipped with RGB and multispectral 
sensors to acquire aerial data. The recommended GSD (Ground Sampling Distance) should be 2.5 

cm/pix or less for crop fields and 5 cm/pix or less for trees, with significant overlapping.

ANALYZE IMAGES
Agremo o�ers two families of analyses - Plant counting and health monitoring. Process of 
requesting the analysis is just a few clicks, the rest is on our powerful AI to do its magic. 

MANAGE FIELDS
As a result, you will get objective and standardized reports that you 

could use for damage assessment and crop number audit.



Project Design and Implementation
Our Professional Services team will carefully consider your requirements and design the best 
solutions for your needs. You can expect full Integration guidance, so Agremo’s technology is 
fitted to your business process.

End-to-End Project Support

From the very first day, you can count on professional advice on mapping and analysis results, 
user onboarding, and additional training. In addition to the Professional Services team, our 
Customer Support team is always ready to assist.

Drone Pilot Network & Mapping Services

Agremo can o�er mapping services when you do not own a drone or have insu�cient drone 
capacity during the season. Our professional drone pilots network covers most markets and 
can be dispatched at any time to the needed location. If you prefer to use a 3rd party operator 
of your choice, we will gladly guide them on obtaining the quality drone map for your project.

Custom-made solutions
for your business

Custom Analyses

We can create a custom-made project that will be tailored to your requirements and build 
field analytics solutions with your goals in mind.

API

Agremo can o�er an API integration with in-house software you might be using. In a simple 
workflow, you could transfer reports from Agremo to your system, or import field 
boundaries (KML, SHP)

Flat-Rate 

Agremo for insurance is charged as a flat-rate user license. We o�er a business model that 
lowers the seasonal uncertainty and allows easier budgeting. With this model, you can have 
unlimited analysis requests throughout the year, regardless of the base or damaged crop area.

Organization

With an organization account within the app, you can evaluate the fieldwork of your employees, 
track their progress, and oversee claim processing reports. 

Report Export

Get the full crop damage or audit report in PDF and Shapefile. Easily access the analysis history 
and download analysis reports in CSV file format. 

Free Ag Tools 

Use the Comparison tool to view two di�erent types of analyses on the same field before and 
after the damage. Check the elevation levels in the field or use the Zone Management tool to 
organize field zones based on damage levels. 

Drone Map Stitching

During the flight, the drone collects a sequence of JPEG images that need to be transformed 
into a 2D map in a process called stitching. Agremo o�ers an integrated map stitching service, 
so you won’t have to worry about finding an additional software solution.



Applicable crop types

Agremo’s technology works successfully on more than 100 crop 
types. From our experience, these are the most popular crops. 

Wheat/Barley

Corn

Rice

Soy Human
Food

Crop Damage Detection

Potatoes

Canola
(rapeseed)

Sunflower

Sugarbeet

Cotton

Vegetables

Palm Oil Tree

Banana

Agave

Orchard 
(Plantation)

Pine

Christmas tree

Green Snap Detection Lodging Detection Hail Damage

Plant Population Stand Count

Crop State Audit



Take advantage of
digitization and use
data for the benefit
of customers!

Be the pioneer of digitized
crop insurance by accepting drone

technology and artificial intelligence.

Agremo’s solution for insurance
companies improves your business
processes and makes you a leader

in the insurance industry.



About us
Our platform is just one of the reasons why 

our clients love working with us. 

We firmly believe that 
great progress needs to 
have great people behind it.  

Our professional agronomists, drone specialists, 

AI experts, and software developers are 

working hard to give you the best ag-tech 

solution on the market.

Do you want to know how Agremo can help you
 take your business to the sky?

Visit our website www.agremo.com
or get in touch sales@agremo.com


